ASTRAKHAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Astrakhan, Russian Federation
ASTRAKHAN: «BIG BIRD VIEW»
ASTRAKHAN CULTURAL HERITAGE

Astrakhan Kremlin

Astrakhan State University

Bogdo Mountain

Astrakhan Lotos
Astrakhan State University founded in 1932, it is a classical University, one of the oldest universities in the region. 

Mission of the University - promoting the sustainable development of Astrakhan region and the Caspian macro-region

- 16 faculties
- 3 institutes
- 1 college
- 1 branch office

More than 12,000 students
2,000 are international
- of these, 85% are from the Caspian countries
THE PRIORITY PROJECTS OF THE UNIVERSITY

- Consortium of higher educational institutions of the Caspian region in the transport and logistics sector
- Caspian Higher School of Interpreting and Translation
- Caspian Higher School of Engineering
- Scientific and educational center for advanced studies of the Caspian macroregion
- Center for the development of modern competencies of children “House of Scientific Collaboration named after V. K. Trediakovsky”
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

- Astrakhan State University – one of the leading universities in the southern Federal district of the Russian Federation in the field of international activities development, which sets itself the task of forming a University as the core of an innovative scientific and educational cluster, a resource, expert and analytical center of the Caspian macro-region

- The University cooperates with more than 100 international partners - universities and organizations
ASU PARTICIPATION IN THE ERASMUS + PROGRAM

Erasmus +

- Academic mobility (Credit Mobility) KA 1
- Capacity building in the field of Higher Education (Capacity building) KA 2
- Jean Monnet
- Joint projects
- Jean Monnet Modules
ERASMUS + Projects at ASU

3 projects
Capacity Building

Academic mobility programs with universities
Ca’ Foscari, Pisa, Ljubljana, Sofia Antipolis, University of Molise, Polytechnic University of Bari and other

4 projects
Jean Monnet Modules
FINISHED AND UNDER IMPLEMENTATION PROJECTS

✔ ERASMUS +
✔ JEAN MONNET Modules

➢ Project “Democracy and Governance in the EU” (2016-2019)
➢ Project “Cluster Development in EU” (2017-2020)
➢ Project “Application of the norms of business law of EU in business activities in Russia” (2018-2021)
IMPLEMENTED PROJECTS

✓ ERASMUS+
✓ CAPACITY BUILDING

«Tuning Educational Programmes in Russian Universities»
(2010-2013)
511135-TEMPUS-1-2010-1-ES-TEMPUS-JPCR

«On-line Quality Assurance of Study Programmes»
(2013-2016)
EQUASP 543727-TEMPUS-1-2013-1-IT-TEMPUS-SMGR

«Fostering internationalisation in AgRicultural Engineering in Iran and Russia»
(2017-2020)
PROJECT UNDER IMPLEMENTATION

✓ ERASMUS+
✓ CAPACITY BUILDING

MAGnUS


«Developing Master Programmes in Mobile Application and Game Design»

(2019-2022)

Coordinator: Linköping University (Sweden)
Countries-participants: Russia, Azerbaijan, Sweden, Portugal, Estonia, United Kingdom
CURRENT PROJECT

✓ ERASMUS+
✓ CAPACITY BUILDING

PICASP 617540-EPP-1-2020-1-IT-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP
Pilot courses in Practice Enterprise to implement the University-Enterprise Cooperation for the development of Caspian Area (2020-2023)

Coordinator: University D'annunzio in Chieti-Pescara (Italy)
Countries-participants: Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Poland, Lithuania
PEDAGOGICAL CORNERSTONE

Since 1932, Astrakhan State University has been training qualified specialists in different spheres for the Caspian region and beyond.

Nowadays the stress is made on interdisciplinary competences and projects. It is the Department of Pedagogical Education, Art, Service and Culture that unites all other departments in their striving to adopt innovative, digital tools and learning processes.
Since 2004, the UNESCO Chair “The Learning Society and Human Sustainable Development” has been functioning at the University, which is part of the UNITWIN/UNESCO program.

Main task: promotion of cooperation between well-known, nationally and internationally recognized researchers and University departments, other institutions of the Russian Federation, the Caspian region, South-East Asia and the Central Asian region.
ASTRAKHAN PICASP TEAM

Olga Sergeeva
Local project coordinator, Deputy head of the Center «Magister posterum»
E-mail: olgidana@mail.ru

Galina Palatkina
Project Head, Dean of the faculty of pedagogical education, art, service and culture
E-mail: pal9@rambler.ru

Galimbek Turishev
Deputy head of the Department "UNESCO Chair: The Learning Society and Human Sustainable Development»
E-mail: unesco.agu@gmail.com